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ABSTRACT 
We relate a class of degenerations of K3 surfaces of degree 6 to certain lattices 
via Hodge theoy. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lattices turn up in many branches of mathematics. In this paper we 
would like to illustrate this by showing how they play a role in studying 
surfaces of degree 6 in complex projective 4-space P4, obtained as zero sets 
of two homogeneous polynomials in five variables, one of degree 2 and one of 
degree 3. In general such a surface is smooth, but for special choices of the 
defining polynomials it may acquire singularities (“degenerate”). We indicate 
how lattices appear for certain well-behaved degenerations. For example, if 
the quadric degenerates into two hyperplanes (each one a copy of P3>, then 
for a sufficiently general cubic we obtain a union of two smooth surfaces of 
degree 3 in P3 (so-called Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3) which meet along a 
plane curve of degree 3 (an elliptic curve). It turns out that this situation is 
related to the lattice E, @ E, @ A,. 
It is convenient to work in a more general setting: Instead of the subsets 
of P4 mentioned above, we consider as geometric objects so-called K3 
surfaces (with a polarization) of degree 6 and degenerations thereof. It 
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follows from [12] that the linear system associated with the polarization of a 
sufficiently general K 3 surface of degree 6 maps the surface onto a complete 
intersection of a quadric and a cubic hypersurface in P4. The second 
cohomology group of a K 3 surface has the structure of an even unimodular 
lattice of rank 22 and signature (3,19) (the “K3 lattice”). This lattice is at the 
basis of understanding all kinds of aspects of K3 surfaces; the present paper 
is another illustration of this. 
In a purely lattice-theoretic setting, our lattices occur in the computation 
of rank 2 totally isotropic sublattices of the K 3 lattice which are perpendicu- 
lar to a fued vector of square 6. The isomorphism type of a K3 surface of 
degree 6 is captured by its period point. It is an’element of the period space 
for such surfaces-a noncompact analytic (in fact even algebraic) space 
constructed from the K 3 lattice. Degenerations are related to certain direc- 
tions at infinity. To understand these for the special class of so-called type II 
degenerations, rank 2 totally isotropic sublattices are needed. 
Roughly speaking, there are two ways of studying degenerations. The first 
way is by using geometric invariant theory [9]. This is, for example, the 
framework in which Shah [14, 151 (see also [6]) did his work on degenerations 
of K3 surfaces of degrees 2 and 4. For K3 surfaces of degree 6, this will 
probably be quite complicated. Alternatively, one can study Hodge structures 
in, say, one-parameter families. Hodge structures deal with vector spaces or 
lattices (usually some cohomology group) together with additional structure 
reflecting, for example, the complex structure of a complex manifold [5]. In 
the case of K3 surfaces of degree 6, this means study the Hodge structure of 
the smooth general and singular special fiber of a reasonable one-parameter 
family of such surfaces. The various Hodge structures are related via the 
Clemens-Schmid exact sequence. For our purposes, however, we need only 
part of the information. The lattices alluded to above appear in this setup, 
provided we restrict our attention to the class of type II degenerations. 
Here is the plan of the paper. In Section 1, we collect some material on 
K3 surfaces of degree 6. We compute the arithmetic possibilities for the 
degenerations in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we outline how to find a 
lattice for certain reasonable degenerations. Finally, in Section 4 we list 
examples of degenerate K 3 surfaces corresponding to the lattices described 
in Section 2. 
1. K3 SURFACES OF DEGREE 6 AND THEIR PERIODS 
1.1 
For general information on K3 surfaces we refer to [l]. A K3 surface X 
is a (complex) two-dimensional compact connected complex analytic manifold 
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which is simply connected and which has trivial canonical class K,. This last 
condition is equivalent to the existence of a nowhere vanishing holomorphic 
2-form on X. The K3 lattice is the lattice 
L = Es( - 1) @ E,( - 1) @ U @ U @ U, 
where we have used the following notation: If A is a lattice, R(n) denotes the 
lattice with the same underlying Z module, but with quadratic form multi- 
plied by n, U denotes a hyperbolic plane, and the symbol @ denotes 
orthogonal direct sum. The cohomology group H’(X, Z), with its natural 
structure of a lattice, is isomorphic to L. let D be a divisor on X with 
self-intersection D * D = 6, which is numerically effectively: D * D’ > 0 for 
every effective divisor D’ on X. The pair (X, D> is called a K3 surface (with 
a polarization) of degree 6. According to [12], in the generic situation, the 
linear system (D( has no fued components nor fxed points and the associated 
morphism 
fD: X+P4 
maps X birationally onto a surface of degree 6 in P4. This surface is the 
intersection of a hypersurface of degree 2 and one of degree 3. In special 
cases fD maps X two-to-one onto the Hirzebruch surface F, embedded in 
P4. The existence of special cases like these is one of the reasons why 
working with K 3 surfaces is more appropriate than working with intersec- 
tions of cubic and quadric hypersurfaces. 
1.2 
Let h E L be a class of square 6 and contained in the last summand U of 
L. It follows from a theorem of James (see [7]) that all vectors of square 6 are 
in the same O(L) orbit. Therefore, there exists an isometry 4: H2( X, Z> + L 
such that 4([ D]) = h. The orthogonal complement L, of h has signature 
(2,19> and is equal to. 
E,(-l)@E,(-l)@U@U@(-6). 
(By (n) we denote a rank 1 lattice Zu with u * u = n.) We define 
(the bar denotes complex conjugation). Since Kx is trivial, the holomorphic 
2-forms on X form a one-dimensional subspace H”,“(X) of H 2(X, C) 
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perpendicular to D. If wx is a generator of H 2, O(X), then wx * ox = 0 and 
ox * zx > 0. Therefore, &( wx> can be viewed as an element of fins. Two 
choices of 4 differ by an element of the group 
r, = {y = gLs I g E O(L), g(h) = h}, 
so (X, D) determines a well-defined point, the period point, in Q/r,. This 
1%dimensional space has the structure of a normal analytic space and is 
called the period space for K 3 surfaces of degree 6. Nonisomorphic K3 
surfaces of degree 6 have distinct period points and each point of as/r, 
occurs as period point of some K3 surface of degree 6. This is a crude 
formulation-and specialized to the case of K3 surfaces of degree 6-of a 
deep theorem due to Piatetskii-Shapiro, Shafarevich, Kulikov, Persson, 
Pinkham, and Friedman (see [4]). Th e p eriod space is not compac!, but is 
contained as a dense open subset in its Baily-Bore1 compactification as/r, (a 
simple example of a Baily-Bore1 compactification iz z/SL,(Z) g C C P’(C), 
where&“= {z E C I Im(z> > 0)). The boundary as/r, - fi,/F, consists of 
one-dimensional pieces labeled by primitive totally isotropic rank 2 sublat- 
tices of L, modulo r,, and a point in the closure of all one-dimensional 
components. Each one-dimensional component is isomorphic to a quotient 
&“/G, where G is a subgroup of SL,(Z) of finite index. The presence of the 
single point corresponds to the fact that there is up to equivalence exactly one 
primitive isotropic vector in L, [13, Theorem 4.0.11. 
The relevance of this compactification is that if X varies in a one-parame- 
ter family of degree 6 K 3 surfaces X + A, such that the central fiber X0 is a 
type II stable K3 surface of degree 6 (a notion to be explained in Section 31, 
then the periods of the surfacesnX, (t # 0) tend to a limit in a one-dimen- 
sional piece of the boundary of 0,/r, as t -+ 0. This explains that there is a 
relation between degenerations and rank 2 totally isotropic sublattices. See 
[13] for an outline of the Baily-Bore1 construction and its meaning for K3 
surfaces. 
2. THE ARITHMETIC POSSIBILITIES 
2.1 
To compute the primitive totally isotropic rank 2 sublattices of L,, we 
follow Scattone’s approach [ 131, which is based on the results of Niemeier 
[lo] and general facts from the theory of integral quadratic forms (see, e.g., 
[ll]). For any primitive totally isotropic rank 2 sublattice E C L,, the 
quotient E I/E belongs to the genus of A, = E,( - 1) @ Es( - 1) @ ( - 6), 
:[(I--) aq~ Jno a~w[ a~] awa@Amba 04 dn sagq!qFssod ua~ aq~ 
aJl2 alaH .'Z)& ,@q a$OUap aM q3!qM‘SaXJqB[qnS JO0.l J!GqJ kqpaqS!I&I!JSIJl 
k3q UB3 TN SaXJJ??I aqJ ‘SMOqS JS!l %U~OljO3 aqJ SV '.IaiaLU!aN iiq pun03 
saxJ$El aJ!urfap .u2Inpour!un uar\a 30 saa pz aq4 30 ycxa 30 axJqvIqns se 
paJap!suos s! N alaqkt ‘ T ~'~03 sa!lFl!q!ssod ay2 PUIJ 04 s! dap pau aqL 
.sa3!44ej pzyuw y3ns30 pz ax alay* [o~].~a!atua!N Xg *[g uogaag 
‘CT] ‘*%*a ‘aas :(z u! N 30 a%xu~ aq4 salouap "N alay) ,"lu = fl ~~91 
y3ns pz yuw 30 z ax~~e1 .wlnpour!un aJ!u'jap aA&lau uaAa ue OJU! n h N 
hppaqura ue sJs?a alay gv 30 snua2 aqq us fl ax$Jel XUE ~03 MON 
'(1 - )IV 
@ (I-)~YJ = N :spu?xuruns OMJ 30 SJS~SUO~ luauralduro3 leuo~oy~o aqL 
.[(l-)Sa 103 s!seq 300~ Iensn aq4 SK *a2 ‘..*‘liu a.xay] ,"x, lopal\ @aM aq$ 
ayE hxu am ‘(8~)o olnpotu $ua@A!nba are cropal\ qxis 11~ axus '(~-)~g u! 
g- a.renbs30 .topaiz ~30 ~uawaldwos ~EUO~O~J_IO ay3 aq N ~a? $OO_L~ 
9 mtm8a do s33vdms cx am sxmm7 
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We have used obvious facts like “E, cannot be embedded in A, or D,,,” 
We have also used facts like “in the case of the unimodular lattice containing 
the four summands E,, any permutation of these is induced by an automor- 
phism of the lattice; any automorphism of a summand E, extends to an 
automorphism of the lattice.” For facts like these consult, for example, [2]. ??
2.3. REMARK. In [13] similar computations appear for the cases of K3 
surfaces of degree 2 and 4, respectively. In those two cases a method of 
Vinberg applies as well. First choose a primitive isotropic vector o E L, 
(resp. L,), h were L,=E,(-l)$E,(-l)~U~U$(-2) and L,= 
E,(-l)~E,(-l)~U~U~(-4). S ince these vectors are all equiva- 
lent, the problem then reduces to finding isotropic vectors in o ‘/Zu. This 
lattice is isomorphic to E,(- 1) @ E,( - 1) @ U @ ( - 2) [resp. E,( - 1) @ 
E8(- 1) @ U @ ( - 4)]. Vinberg’s algorithm allows one to show that the 
reflection subgroup of these lattices is of finite index in their respective 
orthogonal groups (such a lattice is called reflective) and find generators and 
relations for it. The diagrams describing the reflection groups in the cases of 
K3 surfaces of degree 2 and 4, respectively, can be found in [13, 191. From 
these diagrams the isotropic vectors up to equivalence can be computed. 
2.4 
By results of Esselmann [3], the reflection subgroup of As @ U is not of 
finite index in O(A, @ U). Nevertheless, it is possible to use a result of 
Vinberg in an indirect way. In [18], Vinberg shows that the lattice E,(- 1) @ 
E,( - 1) @ A,( - 1) $ U is reflective. From the diagram he finds, it is easy to 
list the types of isotropic vectors modulo the orthogonal group: E, @ E, @ A,, 
D,, CB A,, D,, @ E, $ ( - 6), A,, $ ( - 6), E, CEI E, ~9 E,, and A,, @J 
D,. (Note that in Vinberg’s paper the root systems D,, CB E, @ ( - 6) and 
A,, CB ( - 6) have been overlooked.) The lattice we are dealing with is 
obtained by taking the orthogonal complement of a - 2-vector in the sum- 
mand A,( - 1). Our list of lattices is then obtained by considering the 
possible orthogonal complements of A,( - 1)‘s embedded in each of the six 
lattices just mentioned. In a similar way one finds the types of the lattices for 
K3 surfaces of degree 2, by considering the possibilities for the orthogonal 
complement of a rank 1 lattice ( - 6) in each of the six lattices: A,,, 
E, @ E, CB A,, D,, CB E,, and D,, @ A,. 
3. LATTICE INFORMATION OF A DEGENERATION 
3.1 
Let 7~: X + A be a semistable degeneration of K3 surfaces of degree 6, 
such that the central fiber is a stable type II K3 surface of degree 6 in the 
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sense of Friedman [4]. Apart from minor details which need not bother us 
here, this means the following. The space X is a smooth threefold and rr is a 
flat proper map to the unit disk such that the fiber X, = r-‘(t) is a K 3 
surface of degree 6 for t # 0. The central fiber X, consists of two smooth 
rational surfaces Vi, V, glued along an elliptic curve E. The surface X, is 
required to satisfy the following: NE,“, @ NE,v, is trivial, where N denotes 
the holomorphic normal bundle; E E ( - K,,I, E E I - KV21; X, is equipped 
with a numerically effective Cartier divisor D, which satisfies 0: = 6 (in 
practice we describe this divisor on the components of X, separately). In the 
examples we refrain from checking the details. For similar computations we 
refer to [16]. 
3.2 
To give an idea of this we return to the example from the Introduction. 
Here the degenerate K3 surface is given as the zero locus Z&m,, go) in P4, 
where Z,, m, are linear and g, is of degree 3. Suppose furthermore that a 
sufficiently general K3 surface is given by Z(f, g) with deg(f) = 2 and 
deg(g) = 3. No w consider the family of surfaces X, = Z(l,m, + q, g, + tg) 
for small t, i.e., we consider the map 7~: X + A (or a disk with smaller radius 
if necessary), with 
X={(x,t) ??P~xAl2,,m,(r) +tf(x) =g,(x) +tg(x) =O}cP4xA. 
In order to make the space X smooth and the central fiber stable, some 
points on the curve Z(Z,,) n Z(m,) n Z(g,> have to be blown up. 
3.3 
For a degeneration as in (3.1), there is an action of the monodromy T on 
H ‘( X,, Z) (t # 0 fixed). The action of the logarithm N of the monodromy on 
H ‘( X,, Z) satisfies N 2 = 0. (The least expo nent k for which N k = 0 turns 
out to be a good way of distinguishing semistable degenerations: types I, II, 
and III correspond to k = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Type I degenerations are not 
really degenerations, they have smooth central fibers; type III degenerations 
are quite complicated to describe.) Associated to this situation, we have the 
subspaces Im( N) C Ker( N) of H 2( X,, Z) 3 L. Moreover, Im( N) is a totally 
isotropic rank 2 sublattice of H 2(X,, Z); Ker( N) = Im( N)’ and Kel(N) 
contains the class of the polarization. For our purposes, the relevant piece of 
information is contained in Ker( N)/Im( N ). This quotient, of rank 18, 
inherits a quadratic form of signature (1,17). Perpendicular to the class of a 
polarization we find lattices as in Section 2. To compute these lattices for a 
given degeneration, we make use of the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence. It 
relates the cohomology of the general fiber and the central fiber. Since the 
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structure of the central fiber is relatively simple, the computations can then 
be done in terms of the cohomology of the central fiber. The relevant portion 
of the Clemens-Schmid sequence is (see [4. Lemma 3.51) 
%(X0) -+ HYXO) + H2(Xt,Z) 5 H2(Xt,Z), 
which is exact over the integers. We define 
5:= ([E”,]+E”J) E H2(V$q @ H2(V2>Z)> 
where E, , (i = 1,2) denotes the elliptic curve E viewed as curve on V, 
(i = 1,2). The intersection/quadratic form H 2(V,, Z) @ H 2(V2, Z) is of 
signature (2,H). Using the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence it follows that 
Ker( N)/Im( N) z 5 l/Z&, 
which is then of signature (1,17). Finally, the root system we are after is 
defined by 
{cr E 5 ‘/Z&l a! J_ [Da], (Y2 = -2}. 
We note that for the computations we need only the stable type II K3 
surface, not the whole one-parameter family. 
4. EXAMPLES OF STABLE TYPE II K3 SURFACES OF DEGREE 6 
4.1 
In this section we give examples of degenerate K 3 surfaces which give 
rise to the root lattices computed in Section 2. We discuss several ways of 
obtaining examples. The idea behind the first two examples is simple: 
Replace one of the two polynomials defining a surface in P4 by a “degener- 
ate” one. 
4.1.1. E, @ E, @ A,. Let Q be the union of two distinct hyperplanes 
V, W in P4, and let C be a cubic hypersurface, such that the intersections 
C fl V, C n W are Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3 meeting along a smooth 
elliptic curve E = C n V n W. Both surfaces can be obtained as P2 blown 
up in 6 points. We denote the pull-back of a line by 1 (resp. 1’) and 
exceptional classes by e,, . . . , e6 (resp. e;, . . . , ek). The polarization on C n V 
(resp. C n W> is then given by 31 - e, - ..* -e6 (resp. 32’ - e; - *** -es>, 
The self-intersection of E in both Del Pezzo surfaces is 3, so Q n C is not 
yet a stable K3 of type II. We blow up three points of V n C on E and 
three points of W n C on E in such a way that the resulting surface is stable. 
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The resulting exceptional classes are denoted by e7, es, es (resp. e;, ek, eb>. 
This yields the following data for the polarization h and the class 5: 
/, = 31 - e, - . . . -es + 31’ - e; - *.a -eb, 
5 = 31 - e, - a** -es - 31’ + e; + a** -ek. 
The lattice 5 ’ /(Z 5 ) is isomorphic to E,( - 1) CB E& - 1) @ U. A root basis 
is given by 
I-e,-e,-e,,e,-e, ,..., es-e,,e, 
+el,,ek-el, ,..., e;-el,,l’-el,-el,--el,. 
The corresponding diagram is as follows: 
2 = s _ = s s = = = e 
Since h I S, we can view h as an element of 5 ’ /(Z& ). Denote this 
element by h. It is easy to see that the orthogonal complement h’ gives the 
root system E, @ E, $ A,: 
- -I- 
4.1.2. A,, @ D, @ A,. Let Q be an irreducible quadric and let C be 
the union of a hyperplane V and an irreducible quadric Q’ # Q, such that all 
relevant intersections are smooth. The intersection S = Q n Q’ is a Del 
Pezzo surface of degree 4 (which can be obtained as the blow-up of P2 in 
five points); the intersection T = Q n V is isomorphic to a smooth quadric in 
P3, i.e., isomorphic to P’ X P’. The elliptic curve E has self-intersection 4 in 
S and 8 in T. To obtain a stable model, blow up four points of Q n Q’ on E 
and eight points of Q n V on E in a suitable way. For the blow-up of S we 
use the following notation: 1 is the pull-back of the class of a line, el, . . . , e, 
denote the exceptional classes. For the blow-up of T, m,, m2 are pull-backs 
of the rulings of P’ X P’, and fi, . . . , f8 denote the exceptional classes. The 
data are then as follows: 
h = 31 - e, - a** -e5 + m, + m2, 
5 = 31 - e, - me* -es - 2m, - 2m, + fi + ... +fs. 
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A computation similar to the one above yields the root system A,, @ D, $ A,: 
-r --+---I . 
4.2 
Another way to obtain examples of degenerations of type II corresponding 
to the list of root systems is to use the relation with K3 surfaces of degree 2. 
Here is the idea. According to [12], in special situations a K 3 surface of 
degree 6 occurs as a branched double cover of a Hirzebruch surface F, 
embedded in P4 as a surface of degree 3. Let F, be a Hirzebruch surface 
with unique (- 1) curve B and let F be a fiber of the map F, + P’. Then 
the embedding of F, into P4 is given by the linear system 1 B + 2FI. If rr: 
X + F, denotes the branched double cover, then the branch curve C E 1 - 
2K,,l = ]4B + 6F]; the polarization is ,rr*(B + 2F) of self-intersection 6. 
Now C * B = 2, so if we blow down B, then F, is contracted to a copy of P2 
and the image 5 of C is a curve of degree 6 with an ordinary node as 
singular point. However, the double cover of P’ branching over a sextic (with 
at most rational double points), together with the pull-back of the class of a 
line, is a K3 surface of degree 2. Below we indicate how to reverse this 
procedure to obtain degenerate K3 surfaces of degree 6. For that purpose 
we start from a list of certain “degenerate” sextics. 
4.3 
In [14], Shah lists four types of degenerate type II curves of degree 6 in 
P2. Such a curve can be used to produce a type II stable K3 (in this case of 
degree 2). See 16, 161 for the computations involved. Here is his list: 
4.3.1. The sextic C consists of three smooth quadrics which are mutually 
tangent at two points. 
4.3.2. C consists of two smooth quadrics which intersect at four points; 
one of the quadrics is counted with multiplicity 2. 
4.3.3. C consists of a smooth cubic counted with multiplicity 2. 
4.3.4. C consists of four lines passing through a common point P and a 
line not through p which is counted with multiplicity 2. 
4.4 
To find our examples of type II stable K3 surfaces of degree 6, we start 
with slight variations of the four types of curves mentioned above and explain 
how to transform them. A computation similar to the one referred to in 
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Section 4.3 then yields the type II stable K3 surface of degree 6. We omit 
those details and restrict ourselves to mentioning the resulting root system. 
4.4.1. E, @ E,. Begin with two smooth quadrics in the plane, mutually 
tangent at two points P and Q. Then add two lines, L and M, such that L is 
tangent to the two quadrics at P and M is tangent to the two quadrics at Q. 
Blow up the point of intersection of L and M. As branch curve on F,, take 
the strict transforms of the two quadrics and the lines L and M. 
4.4.2. E, @ E, $ A,. Now begin with three smooth quadrics, mutually 
tangent at the points P and Q. Blow up the point P. The branch curve on F, 
is the union of the strict transforms of the quadrics and the exceptional curve. 
4.4.3. D,, @ A, $ A,. Here start with a smooth quadric Q which we 
count with multiplicity 2 and a smooth quadric Q’ internsecting Q transver- 
sally. Blow up a point on Q \ Q’. Branch locus on F,: 2Q + Q’, where Q is 
the strict transform of Q. 
4.4.4. D,,. Let Q be a smooth quadric, counted with multiplicity 2, 
and let L and M be two lines which intersect Q transversally. Let P = L n M 
which we suppose to be outside Q. Branch locus on F,: union of Q and the 
strict transforms of L and M. 
4.4.5. D,, @ D,. Start with four distinct lines all passing through the 
point P and with a line L , counted with multiplicity 2 and not passing 
through P. Blow up the point P. Branch locus on F,: union of the strict 
transform of the original configuration and the exceptional curve (with 
multiplicity 2). 
4.4.6. D, @ E, CB A,. Start as in Section 4.4.5, but now blow up a 
point on L and not on any of the other four lines. The branch locus on F, is 
the strict transform of the original configuration. 
4.4.7. A,,. Start with a smooth curve of degree 3 in the plane, counted 
with multiplicity 2, and blow up a point on it. The branch curve on F, is the 
strict transform of the original configuration. 
4.5 
Finally to find an example of a stable type II K3 surface of degree 6 
corresponding to the remaining root system A, @ D,, we proceed as follows. 
Embed A,(- 1) @ D,(-1) in E8(- 1) @ E,(- 1) @ U. Now compute a 
vector of length 6 in E,( - 1) @ E,( - 1) @ U, which is perpendicular to 
A,( - 1) @J D,( - 1). Then pretend the lattice ER( - 1) @ E,( - 1) @ U occurs 
as 5 l/Z 4 for a type II stable K 3 surface Vi U Vz and compute a class of 
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square 6 in terms of H ‘(V,) @ H 2(V2). This class (or minus this class) is a 
candidate for a polarization of degree 6. The result is the following descrip- 
tion. 
4.51. A, @ D,. Consider quadrics in Vi G P2 passing through 10 
points on the elliptic curve E, c Vi. Blow up these points and denote the 
resulting exceptional classes by ei, . . . , e,,; the class of the pull-back of a line 
is denoted by 1. On a second copy V, of P2 consider lines passing through a 
futed point 4 of the elliptic curve E, c V, (isomorphic to E,) and such that 
the residual two points of intersection with E, define the same linear system 
on E, via the identification of E, and E, as 141 1 e, - *a* -ei,J. Blow up 
the point 4 and denote the exceptional class by fi. Finally, blow up seven 
more points on E, so that the normal bundle condition holds. Label these 
classes as f2, . . . , fs. Denote the class of the pull-back of a line by m. Then 
define 
h = 41 - e, - *a* -e,, + m -fi. 
The class 6 is then 
5 = 3E - e, - *a* -e,, - 3m +fi + ... +fs. 
4.6. REMARK. There are several other ways of obtaining examples. For 
instance, one can use (degenerate) K 3 surfaces of degree 4 or one can exploit 
the occurrence of certain simply elliptic singularities on plane sextics [cf. 
Section 4.4.1, where two simply elliptic singularities of type 2, occur]. One 
can also try to produce lists of semistable surfaces of degree 6 in P4 in the 
sense of Mumford’s geometric invariant theory. 
4.7. REMARK. The role of the root systems which came up above is not 
restricted to their labelling the boundary components of the Bailey-Bore1 
compactification of the period space of K 3 surfaces of degree 6 and 
corresponding type II degenerations. In fact, they will also play a role in 
determining the possible configurations of rational double points on K3 
surfaces of degree 6. Probably results similar to those in 1171 hold. They also 
occur in the construction of toroidal or semitoric compactifications of the 
period space &Jr, (cf. [S]). 
Z am grateful to R. Scharlau for bringing Esselmunn’s work to my 
attention and to J. 1. Se&l for introducing me to Scharlau. 
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